
OPEN  MINDS, OPEN BORDERS
Imatra, Finland



Aims of the project: 

• Our primary concern is to ensure that young people develop more inclusive and tolerant attitudes 
to those from other cultures and of other beliefs throughout Europe.  

• Through collaborative working, students will have opportunities to learn more about other 
cultures, not just from those who are born and bred within Europe, but from those who have 
become European citizens for a variety of reasons, such as war, persecution or poverty. 

• Through this collaboration their minds will be opened to the value of diversity, and thus borders 
will be broken down and become unimportant.  

• Students also need to be truly ready for the digital world in which they will live and work as 
adults, and so we are approaching this from the point of view of embedding '21st Century Skills'.  



The project week in Imatra- Do we need 
borders?

• Imatra is a border town at the very edge of the European Union bordering Russia and its location.  It offers an excellent opportunity to explore the question, “Do we still need 
borders?” The municipality of Imatra has seen many changes due to its location. As a consequence of the 1939-1945 war we lost areas to the Soviet Union; in recent years we 
have seen the impact of increasing and then decreasing numbers of Russian tourists; the effects of EU sanctions on businesses in the border area; and the influx of refugees in the 
area, raising the question of whether borders are now redundant.  During our exchange week the aim was to examine the historical, psychological, social and geographical 
borders and consider the question “Do we still need borders”. 

• Prior to the exchange, the partner countries were required to prepare  a short presentation (max 30 mins) on the topic: "What do borders mean in our country?" The idea was to 
look at borders from different aspects: geographically and historically - how have the borders changed and why, psychologically - what kind of mental or psychological "borders" 
we have in our country, are the people some how divided or joined by the borders? Are borders needed in your country? What impact has the borders (or not having borders) 
had in your country within recent years or in history.

• During the project week the students were divided into five different nationally mixed groups and each were given a certain topic related to the borders for an investigation. 
During the week, the students had vising specialists giving lectures relating to different fields regarding borders and after every specialist lecture the students were working 
collaboratively on their own data gathering, selection and  evaluation on their chosen topics. There were also a trip organized to the Finnish-Russian border and the border 
museum. 

• At the end of the week, the students organized the “Border Fair” for the local secondary and primary school students. The idea of the fair was to teach the younger different facts 
relating to the borders. The Erasmus students organized five different teaching spots, using various teaching methods from map exercises to internet-based quizzes. In the end 
the younger students were asked to answer whether they believed we still need borders. 

• Accompanying teachers took a lead of each group and supervised and help the groups with their planning, research and execution of the ideas. 



Programme for the week
Sunday

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
Saturday

Arrivals in the afternoon:

Italians, Germans and the British at 17.48

The Swedes and the Dutch at 19.15

8.00-

Welcome, meet and greet

Introduction to the task. 

Forming the groups

8.00

History specialist: Mr Kihlanki 

8.45 Work in groups

8.00-9.15

Work in groups 8.00 to the school

8.30 Visit to the border

Morning: preparing for the fair

Departures in the morning:

The Swedes at 7.02

Germans and English at 8.09

The Dutch at 11.09

9.30 Grouping

(Student board)

9.30

Culture Specialist: Ms Kaisto: Cultural borders

9.30

Culture and language: Mrs Kolehmainen and Mrs 

Poljanskaja

9.30-11.00 Elementary school visiting the 

Border Fair

11.00

Border presentations: Imatra, the Netherlands,

Italy

11.00 Biology and Geography specialist Mr Landvik

+ work in groups

11.00 Work in groups

11.00

Work in the groups

on the border stands, setting up the Border Fair

11.00-12.15 Secondary school

12.00-12.45 Lunch at school

12.00-12.45 

Lunch at school

12.00-12.45

Lunch at school 12.00-12.45 Lunch at school 12.00-12.45 Lunch at school

13.00-15.30 Imatra tour

12.45 Border Presentations: Britain and Sweden

12.45- 15.30

Work on the task

12.45-15.30

Working on the border stands, setting up the Border Fair

12.45 Upper Secondary School

13.30-14.30

Psychology specialist: Mrs Kelloniemi

14.00 Clear up

Finishing the project – sum up

14.30 – 15.30 Work in groups
Evening

17.00 Bowling and swimming at Imatra Spa

18.00 –Päiväranta
17.00 Winter wonderland Mikonpuisto



Day 1: Introduction and getting to know each other + 
country presentations



Day 2-3: visiting 
lectures, country 

presentations



Day 3-4 working collaboratively 



Visits and get-togethers



Day 5: The Border Fair



Day 5: The Border Fair





Impact, Dissemination and success

• According to the feedback received from the students and teachers who took part in the project week, the week met it’s targets 
successfully. 

• The participating students’ knowledge about the different issues relating to borders was improved and strengthened. 

• The students worked together collaboratively, learning together and from each other. 

• Participating teachers were able to give their input in the week and take part in the project week.

• The Border Fair got excellent feedback from the local primary and secondary school students and teachers. Especially the 
elementary students were very enthusiastic about the Fair and were keen on trying to communicate in English with foreign 
students. In the end even the upper secondary school students wanted to take part in the Fair. 

• Through the specialist lectures, visits and the Border Fair, we were able to involve several different local and national oragnisations 
in our project and also get our local community involved in the exchange week. There was also an article regarding our project on 
our city’s own website: https://www.imatra.fi/uutinen/2019-01-18_open-minds-open-borders-%E2%80%93hanke-saa-
lukiolaisten-ajatukset-liikkeelle

https://www.imatra.fi/uutinen/2019-01-18_open-minds-open-borders-%E2%80%93hanke-saa-lukiolaisten-ajatukset-liikkeelle


What to improve

• In some of the feedback more time for preparation would have been needed. 

• More encouragement should be given to some students to get more 
“adventures” and new ways to present their ideas. In places it is still too easy to 
fall back on pen and paper or cut and paste – way of presenting/creating 
material. 

• Social media and short videos should be included more into the implementation 
of the project.

• There could have been even more involvement of the accompanying teachers –
sharing ideas already at the planning stage, “finding” their own role for the week



Student feedback:

• One of the best weeks of my school life! Thank you for choosing me for this exchange!

• Personally, this project is one of the best experience I had during my five years in secondary school. I had the opportunity to learn a lot about borders 
and geopolitics, and I met other people of my age from different European Country.

• I really enjoyed the project as it combined my passion for geopolitics and the experience to know other people of my age that come from all around 
Europe, that speak different languages and have different cultural background.

• The experience was overall great I had a really nice time in Finland, I learned a lot about borders and I also had a lot of fun with my new international 
friends.

• What is important to state is that people make the difference when spending time abroad. Infact, whether the place was pleasurable or not and 
although it was cold and dark for most of the day, people made me feel at home: my family was particularly polite and excited to know me better and 
the Exchange students were all very stimulated to invest their time by socializing with each other.

• I was also surprised by the incredible organisation of our stay in Finland: the school organized several trips, in order for us to acknowledge what the 
border with Russia consisted in and gave us a little taste of Finnish landscapes and Finnish culture. They offered us to spend time not only in local 
saunas and swimming pools but they also gave us the opportunity to go ice-skating, to go cross-country skiing and several other activities. 

• I really enjoyed the project because I had the opportunity to learn new cultures and, because my host was from the Dominican Republic and her 
house was full of traditional objects, I think I was able to know more about the world. Most of the people we met in Finland were from countries I 
think I would have never known and get interested in.


